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PMO: Go social or Die

Background

Internet marketing since 1999
Founder of Live and Social
Marketing strategist
Believe in teaching others to do
it, not just do it for them

Factors posed to me ....

PMOs are expected to workmore socially
Conflict with PMOs as they tend
to bring governance and control
Internal vs externalcommunications

Does project management need to change?

many office single office
Siloed skills and information
Detached processes
Too many e-mails
Rigid
Weekly and monthly status meetings
Need to evolve

Don't talk about making lunch but
enabling us to have lunch

We like to collaborate and
socialise - humans

Digital competence is key toprofitability and growth

25% of cep's believe it is key to growth
26% more profitable if digital competent
77% organisations missing
digital skills

Digital tech impact on UK economy
VIrgin Media report - refer
4.4% rise in revenues

Moore's Law
Double amount every two years
You will not be able to catch up,others are growing 2 years
faster all the time

Market leaders

Social vs Systems Grid 2x2
Slow death
Party - doing it but not really
sure what and how to do it

Library
Loads of systems and keep them quiet
Don't say anything

Present, Active, Growth

Plan (strategy) to make social
communication everyday norm

What has social technology done for usChanging expectations and
behaviour with social media

Cannot afford NOT to be in it

Think Social network

Tools various - what is relevant
Cost

Current use
Project requirements

Project team skills
Shift technology to leadership
role NOT support role or tool

Address the 28hours per weeklost to e-mail and other
communication

Big Data

Collaborative data shared and open
Real time monitoring

Forecast and nowcasting events
Modelling success

Want smart data

That we can use
Providing insights

SMART data model
Reference Barnard Marr

Make a video and share it

Cultural  set up for social business success

Becoming a social PMO
You can't learn 20 years of
experience on YouTube

How are you supporting your career
How are you supporting your business

Project Managers are no longer
behind the scenes

Raise your profile
Be known, liked and trusted

Attract new business

Top Down

leaders have to support
have vision

Aligned with business goalsand individuals needs
Clear guidelines and social
media policy

Agile and prepared to respondto information
Support and commitment under pressure

Bottom Up

Part of everyday work
Understand the visions
People confident and
empowered

Support and encourageperformers
Incentivise performers

Make it an achievement to do it

Shepherd the team in the right direction
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